
TMCSC Minutes 

Week 2 Fall Quarter 2019 

October 10th, 2019 

TLDR of Discussions: Updates on construction and parking from AVP Transportation and 

Transformation (Manu), Addition of Basic Needs Advocate in Constitution, Marshall-O-Ween straw 
poll for movies, TMCSC apparel input, Marshall concert event, Input on Bombay Coast Replacements, 

SCORE Halloween event 

● Call to order 
● Roll Call 

○ Present: Tyler Sepulveda, Lilli Nguyen, Kamron Williams, Sadaf Rasekh, Celine 
Bojo, Jordan Chu, Eric Wang, Isaac Lara, Amal Haseeb, Jasmine Colak, Jasraj Johl, 
Katherine Nugent, Ryan Desmond, Stephen Hoefler, Sydney Goss 

○ Absent: Jacob Vu, Danny Lu, Vincent Kha, Claire Zhang, Filip Weber, Jasmine 
Guan, Luyan Li, Marlene Hernandez, Nithya Ravichandran, Orianna Borrelli, 
Samantha McCuskey 

● Approval of Minutes 
○ APPROVED 

■ Senator Rasekh: I motion to reorder to AS Senator Presentations. 
● SECOND: Motion approved 

● AS Senators 
○ Students of Color Conference!! Nov 22-24 @ UCLA 

○ Special presentation from Director of Transportation  

○ FIRST TO KNOW contact: voluntary notification lists to receive brief, timely 

information about construction impacts, major events and service changes for 

the parking areas and shuttle routes that you use most, available on the 

website <http://transportation.ucsd.edu/engage/firsttoknow.html> 

○ Possibility of a second year parking restriction but feedback that it should be 

residentially orientated whether they live on campus or around campus 

○ Wants to move away from class based/academic standing based permits 

○ Parking Availability from Week 1 reported on the website as well 

○ Help pick the next UC President, application due Oct 11 on the UCSA website 

https://ucsa.org/president-search/ 

○ Admissions Data: rounded 99,100 applications received last period, second 

most in the country 

○ 20,000 rounded were waitlisted to be careful of over enrollment 

○ 18,000 residents admitted, 6,000 international and 8,000 non residents 

○ Transfer to first year ratio of 2:1 was met 

○ Office Hours are tentatively Friday 9-11 am in front of OVT or Goody’s 

➢ Speaker’s List 

➢ None 

■ Chair: I motion to reorder presentations. 

http://transportation.ucsd.edu/engage/firsttoknow.html
https://ucsa.org/president-search/


● SECOND: Motion passed 

● Public Input 
● Presentations 

1. AS President Eleanor 
○ Checking in for Marshall council meetings 
○ Let her know if you have any questions or concerns! 

2. AVP Transportation and Transformation (Manu) 
○ Advocate for student parking, campus shuttles, and public 

transportation 
○ Voigt Drive Utilities Improvement Project 

○ Utilities Improvements for NTPLLN 
○ Impact on Students: Traffic impacts on Voigt Drive, potential 

delays on North, campus shuttle 
○ Completion: May 2020 

○ Ridge Walk improvement project 
○ Safety & Circulation Improvements 
○ Pavement Smoothing 
○ Separate Path for Cyclists & Micro-mobility 
○ Users 
○ Impact to Students: Temporary Narrowing of Ridge Walk in 

Revelle & Muir 
○ Completion: November 15, 2019 
○ Phase Two Will Start and Finish in Summer 
○ 2020 

○ Mid-Coast Trolley Extension; bus line trolley extended to UCSD 
○ Blue Line Trolley Extended to UCSD 
○ Pepper Canyon Mobility Hub 
○ Reconfiguration of Shuttle & MTS Routes 
○ Impact on Students: Significant Impacts to Sixth 
○ College, East Campus Traffic Impacts, Loss of ~70 ‘S’ Parking 

Stalls 
○ Completion: September 2021 

○ North Torrey Pines Living/Learning Neighborhood 
○ Future home for Sixth students, 2000+ new beds, academic 

spaces, 1,200 parking stalls 
○ Impacts to students involve significant impact to Muir college, 

severance of campus Loop Road, Loss of approximately 600 S 
spots 

○ Completion: August 2020 
○ Future construction 

○ Future Home for Eighth College 
○ 2000+ New Beds, Academic & Retail Spaces, 1,200 Parking Stalls 

(383 Net) 



○ Impact to Students:○Significant Impacts to Revelle 
College○Noise Impacts to Theatre & Dance○Loss of 38 ‘S’ 
Parking Stalls 

○ Start: July 2021, Completion: August 2023 
○ Voigt East Parking Structure 

○ 1,800 Parking Stalls, 600+ New S stalls, new shuttle stop on 
North Campus, relocated and expanded from original location 

○ Impact to students includes closure of Lot P701(mitigated) and 
traffic on Voigt Drive 

○ Start: Summer 2020 
○ Completion: September 2021 

○ Pepper Canyon West 
○ Home for Transfer students and housing for third and fourth 

year undergrads, 1,200+ new bes, pepper canyon amphitheatre 
○ Impact to students includes impact to Pepper Canyon Hall and 

demolition of current Sixth housing 
○ Start: Early 2021 
○ Completion: August 2023 (?) 

○ Franklin Antonio Hall 
○ Franklin Antonio Hall, Academic Space for JSOE, Engineering 

Student Center, Student Research Space 
○ Impact to Students: Stall Reallocation in Hopkins Parking 

Structure○Noise & Traffic Impacts to Warren Residents 
○ Start: December 2019, Completion: September 2021 

○ Hopkins Parking Structure Re-Allocation 
○ Removal of Single-Occupancy S stalls, Summer town hall, 

increase in staff parking(loss of P502, Mandeville Ln, and Voigt 
Dr, future loss of P309) 

○ Current: 1395 Stalls, 600 S and 60 S Carpool 
○ Result: 225 SR only, 100 S Carpool 
○ Creation of 100 new S Commuter-Only Stalls in Pangea 

○ WEEKEND PARKING FEE CHANGES 
○ Begins November 2nd, parking upgrade time now 4pm 

(including weekends), extensive student input; no change for 
Permitholders  

○ Non-permit holders  
○ First Hour Free (all-campus) 
○ Lot P782 Always Free 
○ 10 Free Weekend Days 
○ Half-Off Hourly Rates 
○ Daily Permits on ParkMobile 

○ D permit 
○ $195/quarter; improves parking equity, S permit sales capped, 

7:40 AM-4 PM; daily D permits available on ParkMobile, 
improvements to Regents Lots 



○ Valid in: 
○  P386 (Gliderport Gravel) 
○ P703-705 
○ P782 

○ Weekday Shuttle Changes 
○ Elimination of East Campus Circulator 
○ New Stop: Atkinson Hall 
○ New Peak-hour Route 
○ Improved Capacity On 

○ North Campus 
○ Mesa Nueva 
○ South Campus 

○ Earlier start 
○ SIO 

○ Reduction on West Campus and Coaster Shuttles 
○ Weekend Shuttle Changes 

○ New Route - Weekend Campus Loop○Clockwise, every 15 mins 
○ Weekend South Campus 
○ Access to free-on-weekends Lot P782 
○ Live-tracking: ucsdbus.com and UC San Diego App 
○ Schedules: shuttles.ucsd.edu 

○ Saturday Grocery/Convoy Shuttle 
○ Saturdays Only 12-8pm 
○ Collaboration with: 

○ Transportation Services 
○ HDH Undergrad Housing 
○ ISPO 
○ Basic Needs 

○ Coupons Available: Balboa International Market, 99 Ranch 
Market, Target (First Day Only) 

○ Committees (for Student Involvement) 
○ Campus Committees 

○ Faculty/Staff Transportation Advisory Committee 
○ Campus/Community Planning Committee 
○ Building Advisory Committees 

○ Student Experts 
○ Student Transportation Advisory Committee 
○ Future Committee for Campus Construction/Planning 
○ Virtual Town Hall 

➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ VC Internal: Has the convoy shuttle already started? 
➢ Manu: It started last Saturday. The turnout was extreme, Transportation 

Services did not expect this turnout and many students had to wait in line for a 
while. 



➢ Transfer Representative: I’m the meddling off-campus cycling commuter. I’m 
wondering about the transitions on Ridgewalk and there’s construction there 
right now. What’s happening to the transition of the exit on your bicycle 
without flying into a crowd of people, is there a transition planning with stickers 
on the ground or something? 

➢ Manu: The North side on the exit next to Muir or the South side on the exit 
towards Revelle? 

➢ Transfer Representative: Both, but more of the traffic would be on the North 
side. 

➢ Manu: The North side is going to get separate cycle paths during phase two of 
construction, the South side will get that. With the idea, Revelle Square will 
become like Library Walk which will became a walk your wheel zone. You may 
have seen the cheesy signs on Library Walk with the King Triton logo. Up until 
the end of this week, the CSOs will enforce the first two weeks so people will get 
into the habit of walking their wheels on Library Walk, which I don’t think will 
happen. I’m trying to get them to have random enforcement days so that the 
enforcement continues and see how that goes. For the North side, right now 
there’s stickers on the ground which I think is useless because no one’s going to 
follow a sticker and signs which don’t do anything either. One of them was in 
the storm drain in Revelle. Ridgewalk and Northside are going to get a separate 
cycle track given the space so they won’t get in the way of Library Walk or 
around the side 

➢ Transfer Representative: If we considered putting paint on the ground, I know 
that’s been talked about but maybe it was just sitting around. My concern is 
that it’s a dangerous transition zone you’re creating for cyclists when you enter 
that area with a lot of people walking around. In order to just make a smooth 
transition, maintain the flow of cyclists and micro mobility will come through. 

➢ Manu: If you’ve been on the cycling paths next to Library Walk, which are 
literally problematic in themselves because you’re over a lot of pedestrians. The 
idea is at the end of each cycle track, there will be bicycle racks in the future. 
Also new, but we don’t have it yet, by next summer we will have dedicated 
micro mobility parking areas but in the app you will be forced to park your 
scooter in that area only. When you exit the path, you either you walk your 
wheels or you leave them there. When that opens, that will be coupled with 
enforcement the same way enforcement is working right now. 

➢ Chair: Is the 201 service going to be impacted from the trolley extension? 
➢ Manu: The superloop route(201/202) won’t change because of construction 

except Gilman Transit Center will be reconfigured a little bit where UCSD will be 
a little bit closer to the trolley station. Besides that, the trolley will stay the 
same. 

➢ Chair: On Voigt since they’re doing construction, there’s only a bike lane coming 
down, can there be one going up as well? 

➢ Manu: Right now it’s in terrible share-on mode where the bikes are supposed to 
be in the main bike lane, it’s terrible because it’s right out in the open. I wish 
they didn’t have to be in the traffic lane. Once the construction finishes, the bike 



lane will be restored and the parking in that area will not be coming back, so 
when you’re in the bike line you don’t have to worry about car doors. If you’re a 
cyclist you know what I’m talking about. People coming in and out of their cars 
don’t look and they hit you with the door, I’ve been hit by the door and it is not 
fun. There will be a bike lane there and the sidewalk will be a little bit wider and 
there won’t be parking there anymore. Not a share on, there will be a painted 
lane. 

➢ Transfer Representative: Are there plans in order to connect the trolley 
extension with the rest of the campus. I haven’t seen anything posted, and it’s 
basically saying that they are being conscious about that, creating avenues like 
some bike from trolley to the campus. 

➢ Manu: The new trolley station area is going to be called Pepper Canyon 
Neighborhood and there’s a designed process going on with the Pepper Canyon 
Mobility Hub where the idea is to integrate shuttles, Uber and Lyft pick up and 
drop off zones, the trolley, along with parking for bikes and mobility devices. At 
the same time that that’s being finished, construction will start on a new project 
and I didn’t mention this but a little far out, Triton Pavillion. So the Main 
University Centers area, those study abroad offices, some of the old buildings 
that don’t look like they belong in the middle of campus like the Telephone 
Outreach Program, those are going to be demolished and get a new student 
union kind of like a Price Center 2.0, those will have a separate bike and 
pedestrian pathway grooves. Once that’s completed, there will be separate bike 
lanes. In the meantime, there will probably be a shared space but we’ll see how 
that goes. I’m surprised that nobody has asked about parking, at every meeting 
everyone has asked me about it.  

➢ Director of Programming: Will all these talks about transformation, is there any 
input on how they’re going to implement CAPS and all of those types of things. 

➢ Manu: I’ve never been on a committee about expanding CAPS, I know that’s 
pretty important, right now they’re more concerned about construction rather 
than space usage. I know that North Torrey Pines and the Learning 
Neighborhoods are about to have a conversation about what the space is going 
to look like, and for part of that there’s not an expansion for CAPS specifically 
but there’s an expansion for a wellness programs on campus like The Zone. 
Those conversations, I’m not 100% sure. I can go double check for you on that. 

➢ Transfer Representative: Do you know if the extension of the blue lines will 
affect the green line because they’re sharing the same track. 

➢ Manu: They’re adding a new track. So the criteria of the blue line and the green 
line is that it’s a double track, so now it will become quadruple track. There will 
be more connection with the green light. So the blue light will hit all of the 
green light stops. 

● Icebreaker 
1. What would your TEDTalk be about? 

● Issue Discussion 
● Business 

○ Finance  



1. Banner Revival (Provost Office of TMC) 
○ Amount Requested $2,600 

➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ Closed because Quorum is not met 

○ Internal  
1. Are you today’s date? Because you’re 10/10!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

2. Basic Needs Advocate addition to the constitution 

3. https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yyLSXdiCxTQo8qfJeMdL5-cO-

YcZIkZ4BlwL7xi3p8/edit?usp=sharing  

4. APPLICATIONS ARE RELEASED TELL ALL UR FRIENDS AND THEIR 

FRIENDS AND THEIR FRIENDS TO APPLY!!! 

5. Don’t forget that that interviews are oct 19-20!!! Pls come!! 

6. Whole council karaoke?? Other social ideas 

➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ Director of Programming: This is a really minor thing but if y’all want 

consistency, motion to add two TMCSC LGBTRC Representatives. 
➢ Basic Needs Advocate: I motion to add two in front of TMCSC LGBTRC 

Representatives. 
○ SECOND: Motion approved 

➢ Basic Needs Advocate: You said previously that we didn’t have quorum 
and I’m confused because we have nine people. 

➢ Chair: I meant that for Finance, we don’t have our A.S. Senators. 
■ ROLL CALL VOTE: APPROVED (Addition of Basic Needs Advocate has 

been added) 
■ Approve: 14 
■ Disapprove: 0 
■ Abstain: 2 
■ Absent: 11 

● Glow and Grow 
● Reports 

○ STUD Team 
1. MARSHALL-O-WEEN!!! ÒwÓ 

● Movie selection  

○ - Coraline (showed last year, probably not) 

○ - Corpse Bride 

○ - Nightmare before Christmas 

○ - Monster house 

○ - Hocus Pocus 

○ - Zombieland 

○ - Train to Busan 

○ - The Shining 

○ - IT(???) 

○ Other:  

2. TMCSC Apparel 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yyLSXdiCxTQo8qfJeMdL5-cO-YcZIkZ4BlwL7xi3p8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13yyLSXdiCxTQo8qfJeMdL5-cO-YcZIkZ4BlwL7xi3p8/edit?usp=sharing


➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ VC Internal: Halloween Town the whole series and Twitches 1 and 2. 

That is all. 
➢ Basic Needs Advocate: I suggest a Halloween Town Halloween Double 

Feature. 
➢ VC External: Us, the Conjuring 1 and 2, Anabelle, something actually 

scary. 
➢ STUD Imagination: Point of information. We have to purchase the rights 

to show it. Some of these movies may be out of our budget to buy. 
➢ Director of Public Relations: Point of information. There is a time 

constraint because it’s arts and crafts and a movie so we can’t do a 
double feature. Sorry. 

➢ Director of Programming: We can ask Colin about Marshall Field if we 
need more time. For the event(Dorm Suite Dorm) we asked for the field 
from 4-10PM. I don’t know what we’re going to do with Marshall Field 
past 10. 

➢ Dean Amber: It’s quiet hours. 
➢ VC External: Nobody is going to have it for that hour. 
➢ Chair: I know Coraline and Monster House have been shown before. I 

suggest Train to Busan, not a lot of people. We can either have it 
subbed or dubbed, that might play a factor. Also we can do better than 
Corpse Bride, everyone has seen it. 

➢ Basic Needs Advocate: I don’t approve dubbing the movie unless 
council dubs it. 

➢ VC External: I’ll be the train. 
➢ Director of Programming: I’ll be Zombie #5 
➢ STUD Imagination: Can we do a straw poll for each movie? Everyone 

gets 3 votes and then we go down the list. 
STRAW POLL (Marshall-O-Ween Movie Selection; choose top 

3) 
● Coraline: 0 
● Corpse Bride: 3 
● Nightmare Before Christmas: 5 
● Monster House: 1 
● Hocus Pocus: 0 
● Zombieland: 1 
● Train to Busan: 6 
● The Shining: 8 
● IT: 1 
● Halloweentown: 7 
● Twitches: 1 
● Us: 7 
● The Conjuring: 1 
● Annabel: 2 



➢ Director of Administration: Is it possible if we could put all of these 
listings and we can put it on the Facebook page so constituents could 
vote in it? I feel like it shouldn't be up to us. 

➢ VC Internal: We should see if we can show these movies first. 
➢ Director of Programming: I think it’s a good idea to get public input, like 

what Eric was saying, we still have the buy the rights to show these 
movies and Colin was telling me that movies out at the theater, they can 
cost up to $1,000 dollars from copyrighting alone. We can do it for the 
sake of doing it, but we have to consider finances.  

➢ Director of Public Relations: Do you think we can have it copyrighted 
but in a different country? 

➢ VC Finance: Reminder that y’all need to turn in a funding request when 
this event happens 

➢ STUD Imagination: I think the process will be taking the top 3 votes and 
then we’ll see if we can afford showing them, and then we can post on 
Facebook. 

➢ VC Internal: Can you make it 2020 instead of 20? But it looks really nice, 
I like it. 

➢ Director of Programming: Overall I like it, personally I’m not a fan of the 
year thing because it takes away the long term wearability. Two with 
the name, can it be a different font. This is very minor. 

➢ SFAC Shadow: I agree with Isaac. 
➢ Basic Needs Advocate: How’s it going to work with people with long 

names? 
➢ STUD Imagination: I will figure it out. 
➢ Chair: For the name on the ones this year we did first initial last name, 

and then, sorry Kamron, but polo shirts are wack. Turtleneck season is 
here. My suggestions would be like a sweatshirt and turtlenecks, they’re 
done polo shirts before so we can diversify our portfolio. 

➢ VC External: I am completely opposed to turtlenecks, I don’t feel like I 
can work a turtleneck. Don’t do this to me Tyler. 

➢ VC Finance: Besides the fact that it’s getting ready to be hot in 
California, there’s no need for a turtleneck. Thank you for bringing this 
design to us Eric, also I like the polo idea. 

➢ STUD Imagination: Point of information. We’re trying to get you to wear 
these to wear these to events. You’ll be running around doing activities, 
so a sweatshirt might be too hot.  

➢ Transfer Representative: I kind of hate polos personally. I don’t think 
they look professional, I think they’re the Master to None. But I like the 
design. Maybe a t-shirt? 

➢ HDH Representative: I don’t really like polos but I mean go off.  
➢ SFAC Shadow: Are there other options, are they cute? 
➢ STUD Imagination: Yes, there are other options. Apparently they are 

cute to some people, but not to others. I’ll do my best to get other 
options. 



➢ Director of Public Relations: Just to appease Chair Sepulveda, are dri-fit 
turtlenecks an option? 

○ Director of Programming  
1. New Marshall Tradition - Marshall Concert Event 

2. Tentative Details 

● March 5th, 2020 

● Price Center West Ballroom 

3. Schedule 

● Fall Quarter - Headliner Booking Process 

● Winter Quarter - Publicity 

4. Needs name (currently “MOB” or “MOSH”) 

● Thurbeats Moshall 

5. UWU 

● Tyler is UWUphobic 

➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ VC Finance: This is a Thursday night, did you take that into 

consideration? 
➢ Director of Programming: We took it into consideration. I asked for 

Friday and Saturday nights from Week 7-9 and they were basically like 
“PC is not available” at any of those days. This is the only time available. 

➢ Chair: If it’s a Marshall tradition, we can postpone the meeting, cancel 
it. 

➢ SFAC Representative: Is this like the Warren Live event?  
➢ Director of Programming: Our goal is to have it similar to Warren Live, 

just Marshall.  
➢ SFAC Representative: Are you having just one headliner or multiple? 
➢ Director of Programming: Since it’s a new Marshall tradition, I would 

rather focus on a single headliner just to start with the budget we’re 
given for bigger attendance. Bigger headliner means a bigger event. 

➢ VC Finance: Is it just going to be a dance? Is there going to be food there 
or activities? I ask because this is going to cost a lot to set up and you 
have to fill out a tax form. 

➢ Director of Programming: Depending on the final budget decided as 
well as how much the headliner will cost, we will look into those 
options. I don’t think for Warren Live they provided food and it was still 
a success. Depending on who the headliner is, I’m confident we don’t 
have to spend money on those things. 

➢ VC External: I know that this is way into the year, how are we going to 
reach out to a good amount of Marshall students? We have to stick with 
the average price per student.  

➢ Director of Programming: That’s where publicity comes in, specifics will 
be given by the end of this quarter. Same methods of Marshall Memos, 
RAs and stuff like that. I want to do physical posturing around campus 



and PC electronic billboard. Student event insider and as well as other 
potential advertising. 

➢ Chair: Just to clarify, the headliner will be banger enough to where 
people would want to come out. 

➢ Director of Programming: Right now it’s been slow as Colin and I are 
currently doing research on how to find them and book them, but I will 
keep you  updated on that. 

➢ Transfer Representative: One potential name would be Moshall. Maybe 
Thurgood Moshall? 

➢ SFAC Shadow: That’s so bad. Are you taking suggestions for headliners? 
Regarding the Warren Live question, they had snacks and water bottles. 
They didn’t have actual food there.  

➢ Director of Programming: I can, let me finalize the number that I heard 
last week. I will take suggestions, please don’t say Beyonce or anyone 
out of our budget, keep it in the budget. 

○ Director of Public Relations 
1. CABINET IG SPOTLIGHTS 

○ Posting on Instagram and Facebook of Cabinet members 
○ Spread the word of TMCSC through social media 

➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ SFAC Shadow: I was going to suggest if that’s something you’re 

interested in, make one of those profile things on Facebook and say 
“wow TMCSC changed my life”, that’s what other organizations do.  

➢ VC Internal: I just thought of this now, but can you put the application 
link in our instagram biography?  

➢ Director of Programming: Yes. 
➢ Chair: I’d like to thank Jordan, it’s our first online internet presence of 

the year. Jordan, can you work with Abraham to update our website? At 
least for positions, it says that they’re all filled.  

○ Director of Administration 
1. No Report 
➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ Director of Programming: Good job on the minutes. I like how you’re 

doing the TLDR formats but then also you have baby TLDRs for our 
reports along with a separate speaker’s list, I think it’s really helpful. 
Great job. 

○ Dean  
1. Marshall mural design workshops with TMC artist in residence Jay 

Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen 

○ Tuesday (10/15): 1:20-4PM at Fireside Lounge 

○ Thursday (10/17): 9:30AM-12PM 

○ Reserve a spot at 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/76379257415 

○ Chair  
1. SFAC dropped by CCP 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/76379257415


○ I’m sad I missed Jenny, but she did great 

○ SFAC only advises money (no decision power) 

○ HMU if you want the full presentation (Lincoln Bio) 

2. Please make a Survival Guide for the incoming members 

○ Whatever you wished you knew coming in, tips, et cetera 

3. C O M M U N I C A T E 

○ I swear y’all make our lives so much harder when you give us 

last minute notice on attendance & other things. 

○ We work hard to have everything prepared and 

organized before hand; it’s SUPER disrespectful when 

y’all expect us to work out everything on our end when you give us ZERO heads up. 

○ Other TMCSC Members 
1. UCAB Representative (Proxy: Celine) 

○ Bombay Coast replacement 
○ UCAB Applications still open! 
○ Student Organization meeting spaces 
➢ Speaker’s List 
➢ SFAC Shadow: Tacobell. 
➢ Director of Administration: No, like the genres of food. We 

already have restaurants in mind, I would just like input. 
➢ SFAC Shadow: I know Warren is already planning on having an 

all-day breakfast kind of thing. I don’t really like the idea, is Soul 
food like Chicken and Waffles? 

➢ VC Finance: No, it’s kind of hard because it’s a cultural barrier. I 
don’t want to say stereotypical, but it’s pretty stereotypical 
black food. 

➢ Transfer Representative: I would say another Indian place 
because it’s more diverse and it has more options. 

➢ SCORE Representative: I may be a little biased, but an Indian 
place because Bombay Coast is disappointing. 

➢ Basic Needs Advocate: I would still like an Indian place because 
I still want diversity in food options, I don’t think breakfast is 
really going to provide much. Soul food may not either. 

➢ Chair: Soul food if it's really good, because I feel like they can 
mess that up easily. We also have an incredibly tiny African 
American population here, so Soul Food would be something. 
But if it’s not going to be a banger soul food place, then Indian 
food. 

2. SCORE Representative 
○ Halloween event on October 31st after RA Trick-or-Treating 

event; Holiday Cookie Decorating and Halloween Treats 
○ Applications are out and people are coming to meetings! 
➢ Speaker’s List 



➢ Director of Programming: Can you text me the Chair and Vice 
Chair information? 

➢ SCORE Representative: There is actually going to be a switch in 
positions with the Chair and the Vice Chair by Winter Quarter. 

➢ Director of Programming: Can you give me Kelly’s info for now 
and then send me the new Chair’s information after the switch? 

➢ SCORE Representative: Yes. 
● Question Time and Announcements 

○ Director of Public Relations: (Jasmine) 
■ Outreach Hikes Potato Chip Rock! Information available on Facebook 

Page (https://www.facebook.com/events/2328094353965768/) 
● Let’s Get It 
● Action Items 
● Roll Call 

○ Present: Tyler Sepulveda, Lilli Nguyen, Kamron Williams, Sadaf Rasekh, Celine 
Bojo, Jordan Chu, Eric Wang, Isaac Lara, Amal Haseeb, Jasmine Colak, Jasraj Johl, 
Katherine Nugent, Ryan Desmond, Stephen Hoefler, Sydney Goss, Nithya 
Ravichandran 

○ Absent: Eric Wang, Jasmine Colak, Sydney Goss, Jacob Vu, Danny Lu, Vincent 
Kha, Claire Zhang, Filip Weber, Jasmine Guan, Luyan Li, Marlene Hernandez, 
Orianna Borrelli, Samantha McCuskey 

● Adjournment 
○ 8:18 PM 

https://www.facebook.com/events/2328094353965768/

